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Project Overview 
   The accelerator science community is preparing to undertake far and away its 
largest project ever.  The importance of success cannot be overstated.  The heart of the ILC will 
be about 20,000 solid Nb cavities in about 2500 cryomodules.  Their production will require true 
mass manufacturing, very different from the present situation.  An aspect of significant risk is the 
post fabrication etching and further treatment, though it has been investigated since the earliest 
days by SRF performance studies and by surface analysis.  Nonetheless, major gaps remain, such 
as 1.) SRF performance has never been determined on the same piece of material as the surface 
analysis to show the connection clearly. 2.) While SRF cavities have been sectioned to identify 
field emitters, evidently none has ever been systematically sectioned and the pieces submitted to 
surface analysis to show the variation in a real system. 3.) A set of analyses to guide process 
development and for production quality control has never been defined and validated. 4.) A 
process that can be deployed into manufacturing cannot really be said to exist. 
 
 ILC requires a substantially improved technical basis for reliable process engineering of 
Nb cavity treatments. Our work intends to accomplish it. We propose to measure in detail the 
effect of electropolishing, over the parameter range reasonable for cavity processing, on Nb 
surface (and near-surface) chemistry and topography for standard and single crystal materials.  
We will determine the SRF performance of these material “states” using well-characterized discs 
in our TE011 cavity.  We will process and disassemble complete single cavities to determine the 
surface variation with location and process parameters.  We will design and demonstrate a 
process to yield the maximum amount of “good” surface in a single cell cavity and determine 
their SRF performance.  We will develop and validate a “best practice” characterization strategy 
for multi-cell cavities in a production environment.  We will investigate the effect of post-baking.  
Such an ambitious undertaking can be contemplated only because a very similar program for 
buffered chemical processing is well along in our group.  The resulting technology package will 
enable the eventual manufacturing organization to deliver in high yield, at target cost cavities that 
meet ILC’s gradient and quality factor requirements.   
 

The support requested here for our effort will provide for two doctoral students for two 
years, two years summer support for two faculty (a materials electrochemist and a surface 
scientist), and a modest level of equipment and supplies for their laboratories.  JLab will provide 
the effort and resources of the SRF Institute.  JLab is also providing all the support for the parallel 
effort on buffered chemical polishing. 
 
Broader Impacts 
 The project integrates research and education by 1.) placing graduate students into a 
research culture, the working groups at a national lab. 2.) providing graduate students hands-on 
experience with experimental facilities few schools could ever possess by sharing amongst the 
partners. 3.) a common educational experience by continuing to share key courses in materials 
characterization and in surface science. The project will enhance infrastructure for research by 
adapting the same videoconference facilities to serve regular group meetings.  The project will 
broaden participation of under-represented groups by continuing to involve students from Norfolk 
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State University (HBCU) in the courses and in JLab summer student positions.  All the students 
share offices and labs in the Applied Research Center at JLab.  The ARC houses facilities owned 
by JLab, NSU, VT and W&M, as well as others.  Because MK chairs the advisory board of the 
NSU materials center, he is positioned to recruit NSU students for the project’s summer positions. 
 
Background 

RF accelerators have been the standard tool for high energy physics for more than 50 
years.  A major step forward was the introduction of superconducting solid niobium RF (Nb SRF) 
cavities operable at up to 100% duty cycle and high gradient, with manageable parasitic 
impedances. Thirty years of Nb SRF technology development now provides the basis for a 
manufacturing process sufficiently robust to support large accelerator projects, notably 
TRISTAN, CEBAF, LEP and SNS, and a new generation of accelerators now on the drawing 
boards [1]. While the base SRF technology is undoubtedly successful, R&D effort is needed to 
meet the new challenges.  The International Linear Collider (ILC) may well be the largest 
accelerator project ever undertaken.  Its success is important for the user community and for the 
accelerator community; we must shine.  Nb SRF is the heart of the ILC.  The present plan 
envisions of order 20,000 nine-cell, 1300 MHz cavities in 2500 cryomodules. The baseline  
conceptual design (BCD) calls for cavities which consistently qualify at 35 MV/m during 
preparation.  Such a cryomodule production scale dwarfs anything up to now; a robust, affordable 
manufacturing process is needed.  Particular attention is needed for securing the necessary cavity 
surface treatments. 
 

Nb SRF cavity science and technology was reviewed extensively a few years ago [2-4], 
the large majority of which is still current.  Nb’s attractions are: highest transition temperature 
(9.2 K) of the elemental metals, sufficiently high critical magnetic field (> 2 k Oe) for SRF 
accelerator applications, and metallurgical properties adequate for fabrication and service loads.  
Resistance below Tc is zero only for DC; it increases with the square of RF frequency and falls 
exponentially with temperature.  Heat deposited at the inside (RF) cavity surface must be 
transported to the outside (liquid He) surface for removal, lending great importance to thermal 
conductivity.  Below the transition temperature, thermal conductivity falls steeply but rises again 
to a purity-dependent peak near 2 K, bringing attention to initial purity and the maintenance of 
purity during processing.  Grain boundaries also adversely affect SRF cavity performance at high 
fields [5], especially a problem when small grain size is difficult to avoid, e.g., for cavities 
fabricated by depositing Nb on the interior of copper cavities, though contrary evidence has been 
presented [6].  
 
 Niobium metal superconductivity is a nanoscale surface phenomenon because of the 
shallow RF penetration; e.g., 36 nm at 1.5 GHz [2], with significant practical consequences.      
1.) The normal surface electric field of the RF may cause field emission from particles adherent 
to the surface, limiting the attainable acceleration gradient.  Accordingly, makers of SRF cavities 
take extreme measures to avoid and remove them.  2.) The magnetic field of the RF is excluded 
from niobium in the superconducting state – the Meissner effect. Sufficiently high RF magnetic 
field quenches the superconducting state and sets the ultimate limit on performance in accelerator 
applications.  Locally high magnetic fields are thought to occur at sharp transitions in topography, 
such as grain boundary ledges, where they may initiate a quench.  The resultant normal-
conducting material heats resistively, extending the quench to a larger volume of material. 
Instances of decreased quality factor at high gradient (“Q-droop”) may be partly a consequence, 
due to a locally-suppressed critical current density.  Accordingly, makers of SRF cavities wish to 
assure that post-fabrication processing results in smooth surfaces, as discussed at length later. 3.) 
Fabricating SRF cavities from single crystal stock could entirely eliminate grain boundaries. The 
first results from such a single cell, single crystal cavity are exciting [7]. 
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 Nb surface chemistry is dominated by high reactivity toward oxygen; the outermost 
layers are always found to be Nb2O5.  Suboxides NbO2, NbO and Nb2O are also known and, in 
various combinations and morphologies, are proposed to reside between the Nb2O5 and the 
underlying metal.  Since often materials are prepared by aqueous chemistry and are exposed to 
the ambient atmosphere, Nb hydroxide should be considered as well.  While Nb2O5 is an 
insulator, NbO is a superconductor (Tc 1.6 K) and will impair SRF performance if present.  This 
may be more significant if the suggestion [8] is correct that the oxides have a morphology of 
spikes down into the bulk.  Finally, grain boundaries may be a locus for oxides exerting a 
similarly deleterious influence.   
 
 The interior surface chemistry of solid Nb cavities is chiefly determined by the etching 
treatment used to remove residual damage from fabrication, followed by post-etch treatments.  
The most widely practiced etch technology is buffered chemical polish (BCP). Typical BCP uses  
a 1:1:1 or 1:1:2 mixture of stock hydrofluoric, nitric and phosphoric acids; new compositions 
continue to be explored [9].  The solution flows through the cavity at < 10oC (to avoid hydrogen 
charging and control reaction rate) for a time sufficient to remove between 200 μm and 20 μm of 
metal, depending on the objective. The shape of complete multicell cavities necessarily results in 
different surface flow rates, ranging from near zero at the equator to 3.3 cm/s at the iris of 
CEBAF cavities, for example. The resulting topography exhibits micron-scale roughness (see 
later).  Since the circulating fluids may introduce particulates, a high-pressure water rinse follows.  
Several laboratories have reported that a final long, low temperature vacuum bake (e.g., 48 h at 
125oC) is beneficial to attaining quality factor Qo at high gradient [12, 13], though no consensus 
seems to have emerged as to the cause(s).   The benefit has been seen following both BCP and EP 
treatments, and for both single crystal and fine-grained polycrystalline starting materials. 
 

Electropolishing (EP) results in smoother surfaces than BCP, which is favorable for 
performance at high gradients [10], but similar performance has been attained with BCP [11].  
Still, the greater confidence for obtaining desirable topography by EP vs BCP makes EP the 
consensus choice for ILC. Reports of EP process development for SRF application go back more 
than thirty years [15].  Sometimes termed the “Siemens process”, it comprises a 85/15 H2SO4/HF 
electrolyte at 25 – 35oC, 9 V- 15 V cell voltage and a current density of 100 mA/cm2.  Too low an 
HF content leads to sulfur deposition. The H2 evolved is managed by enclosing the cathode in a 
Teflon® fabric sleeve when etching with the cavity flooded and vertical, perhaps with special 
agitation [14]. More commonly, the cavity is only half-filled, horizontal and rotated at about 1 
RPM for better hydrogen release.  A further advantage for horizontal operation is that fresh 
solution can be fed at suitable locations along the cavity, reducing the risk of HF depletion 
relative to the end-fed vertical configuration. 

 
A special aspect is that the cell current oscillates for the first few minutes, attributed to 

formation/removal of an oxide surface film [15]. Current must be stopped and the solution 
agitated so that the initial conditions re-establish. Intermittent operation may be avoided by using  
lower current density and continuous agitation [16]. Moreover, the film is said to provide about 
90% of the total cell voltage drop, so that cathode-to-anode distance differences (e.g., due to cell 
shape) have little effect on current density.  The film is most often described as a passivating 
surface oxide, but observations during etching [16] describe formation of a colored solution 
surface layer. Such anolyte solution films are familiar in the etching of metals and have been 
reported for Nb in H2SO4 [20]. A viscous, variably-hydrated pentaniobic acid polymer is also 
proposed [9]. 
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The Siemens process informs the approach of the major European laboratories. Recently 
described [19] polishing of complete single cell cavities at CERN used a flowing 90/10 acid 
mixture at 30-35oC, 15-20 volts across the cell, current density of 0.5-0.6 A/cm2 and 10-15% 
current oscillation. In contrast, workers at KEK, the Japanese national laboratory for high energy 
physics, report that the best EP performance is obtained at lower current density (30 – 100 
mA/cm2) and no current oscillation or film-regeneration step [17]. Multi-cell cavities prepared 
accordingly have achieved accelerating gradients of 35 MeV/m [18].  Perhaps the current 
interruption and agitation that necessarily accompany rotating horizontal operation might be 
sufficient at 30 mA/cm2 to accomplish the same effect on the film that requires more significant 
interruption and agitation at the far higher currents used in the European labs.  Mixed and staged 
processes are gaining increased attention [19,20].  For example, most of the material removal 
may be accomplished by EP of half-cells before weld assembly of the final cavity structure, then 
a light BCP. 
 

Surface Chemistry studies, dominantly by XPS, began to be reported more than 25 
years ago and continue to the present [5, 8, 21-26].  Researchers examined the same 
polycrystalline niobium sheet as used to make cavities after treatments intended to represent 
cavity production.  It is generally agreed that the surface consists of a several nm-thick oxide 
stack: Nb:Nb2O:NbO:NbO2:Nb2O5 , the last being dominant. There is evidence for oxygen-
niobium cluster formation in the metal adjacent to the oxide [27].  High temperature in the 
absence of oxygen leads Nb2O5 to decompose to lower oxides, notably NbO, and ultimately 
oxygen dissolution into the bulk from whence it emerges upon cooling.  Exposure to ambient may 
result initially in oxygen uptake as an increasingly thick Nb2O5 layer, up to a limiting thickness 
[22].  Hydroxides are evident among the oxygen species for surfaces derived from aqueous 
processes or having extended exposure to ambient air.  More insight into the depth distribution of 
niobium species has been sought by collecting data at varying the photoelectron take-off angles 
and fitting to a model, such as successive planes of variable thickness.   
 
 Some surface chemistry issues remain.  1. The spectroscopy and the SRF characterization 
are never done on the same sample, but rather (e.g.) on a small coupon and on a single-cell cavity, 
which are treated “identically”.  The preliminary results below illustrate some of the differences 
that may occur. 2. Though grain boundaries are known to be present and to house more oxygen 
than the grain surface, they appear not to have been studied as such.  Recent results with single 
crystal cavities encourage such an investigation. 3. The possibility that surface roughness may 
cloud the interpretation has been recognized [26].  Model calculations suggest that a suitable 
choice of take-off angle can avoid significant error, but there does not appear to be experimental 
verification of the approach.  4. Finally, there appears to be no report of the variability of the 
results – how much of what has been described as the effect of changing preparation variables is 
simply scatter in the data? 
 

Surface Topography is thought to impact SRF performance through at least increased 
incidence of local quenches, enhanced retention of particles prone to field emission and greater 
difficulty in extracting chemical residues from etching. The earliest characterization of 
topography was by optical microscopy; the difference between BCP and EP was always readily 
apparent.  Workers seeking to optimize BCP adopted a way to quantify (score) image differences 
for comparison among treatments [9]. A related measurement is beginning to be described in 
workshops which takes advantage of well-established (for other purposes) gloss measurement 
technology: a perfectly smooth Nb surface specularly reflects incoming light at all incidence 
angles.  Though the relationship to actual topography is not simple, gloss measurement has the 
special advantages that it can be used during EP and that a large area can be rapidly interrogated.   
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More common for the micron-scale roughness typical of BCP is the use of stylus profilometry, 
which records the vertical displacement of a fine-tipped stylus as it travels a line across the 
surface.  A sufficient number, length and relative direction of the traverses can permit the results 
to be displayed as an image [28], though more commonly a smaller number is sufficient to 
provide values for roughness parameters, such as average vertical displacement from the mean 
(Ra).  Atomic force microscopy (AFM) provides much the same sort of information, but with 
resolution suitable for the much smoother EP surface, as contrasted with BCP [19].  Issues facing 
scanning probe characterization include: 1. Choosing scan length, orientation and spacing to 
match the surface features. 2. Collecting sufficient scans at sufficient locations to form a statically 
valid dataset.  Finally, stylus profilometry, AFM and gloss measurement have the advantages that 
commercial instruments are available, they are widely applied for other purposes and there are 
many experts to whom the SRF community can turn. 
 
 The feature of surface topography that is thought most likely to impact SRF performance 
– large, sharp steps – is not necessarily well characterized by either the experimental or data 
analysis methods in use so far.  A promising method for quantifying surface topography is the 
variable length scale analysis developed by Chauvy et al. [29] which yields more complete 
information on scale dependent surface topography than conventional measurements.  The 
method is useful for both fractal and non-fractal surfaces.  Root mean square roughness, Rε , 
Skewness, Skε , and Kurtosis, Kuε , will be quantified as a function of a varying measurement 
interval, ε, yielding a characteristic curve for each variable versus  ε (see figure later).  The 
Skewness and Kurtosis give a measure of the presence of plateaus, steep peaks and valleys which 
may be important in linking topography to localized quenching in SRF cavities. 

 
SRF Performance improvement is the ultimate motivation for our work, but relating 

surface chemistry and topography to SRF performance is not a simple matter.  Typical SRF single 
cell or multi-cell cavity sets are nearly closed structures that afford limited access to the critical 
interior surface.  Local process conditions (surface flow rate, current density, etc.) may vary 
considerably and much detail is not yet known.  In contrast, surface characterization has chiefly 
been accomplished by exposing simple test pieces (coupons) to conditions intended to be 
equivalent to those within the cavity during processing. Though broad patterns are known, much 
detail is not.  An alternative strategy is to accommodate coupons in the cavity during processing 
as a better representation.  It is not at all clear that present knowledge is adequate about the 
variation local conditions during processing or their effect on surface chemistry and topography.   
A possible alternative approach in use since the earliest days [15] is the TE011 cavity, and its use 
is still occasionally reported [30].  Researchers developed a TE011 dielectrically loaded resonator 
at 7.6 GHz designed so as to present well-defined RF magnetic fields to the sample surface while 
avoiding anomalous edge effects. The device currently being commissioned is an improvement 
on past devices used for low temperature surface resistance of several niobium compounds [31, 
32].  The flat disc samples can be well characterized before SRF testing.   
 
Results of prior research 

Jefferson Lab supports William & Mary doctoral student Hui Tian, coadvised by Michael 
Kelley and Charles Reece.  The goal is to understand the effect of standard BCP over a range of 
realistic process conditions on the Nb surface to guide optimization and quality control.  The 
main tools are: structure: electron back scatter diffraction (EBSD) and XRD; topography: stylus 
profilometry, AFM and white-light interferometry; chemistry: laboratory XPS and synchrotron 
(variable photon energy- “Vφ”) XPS.   Both the science and the manufacturing are important. 
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The standard deviation of the roughness measurements is ± 30% and that of the surface 
composition is ± 5%.  Thus the use of coupons inserted into cavity during treatment is expected to 
accurately report the topography, but the surface chemistry only if the local flow rate is known.   
VφXPS probes the depth variation of near-surface composition more sensitively and accurately 
than angle-variation, due at least in part to the surface roughness.  A manuscript submitted to 
Applied Surface Science presents the above work in more detail.  

 
 
polycrystalline, subsequently removed by etching. EBSD thus guides etch depth. The close 
overlap of the spectra indicates that, except for the thicker oxide layer, the same species are 
present.  The 0.3 μm roughness of the BCP-etched single crystals raises questions about the 
interpretation of glancing-incidence XPS to obtain still greater surface sensitivity [32] where 
roughness was not measured. 
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Additional work has begun to examine 
single crystals, low temperature baking and 
EP; preliminary results are available. 
Comparing the (111) single crystal material 
used for cavity production to standard 
polycrystalline material after BCP, the 
average roughness (Ra) is reduced from 1.6 
microns to 0.3 microns. The adjacent figure 
shows that surface chemistry changes with 
crystal orientation:  the Nb5+/Nb ratio 
decreases and by  implication, so does the 
apparent oxide film thickness.   The 
difference between spectra from the two 
single crystals cannot be attributed to 
surface roughness. EBSD shows that the as-
cut surface layer of single crystal slices is 
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The EBSD grain orientation 
map of a 4 x 4 -mm area of as-
received sheet shows that (100) is 
the most prominent, but others are 
also significant. The response of 
different orientations to BCP or EP 
does not appear to have been 
studied. The post-BCP surface 
chemistry consists of a few-nm 
thick layer of Nb2O5, whose 
thickness increases with solution 
flow rate to a maximum of 1.3 – 
1.4 times that resulting from static 
solution. The topography exhibits 
μm-scale roughness; its extent does 
not change with treatment 
conditions.    
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The baking experiment consists of VφXPS, 48 hrs at 120 C at 10 –8 torr, followed by XPS without 
intervening air exposure.  The general effect on BCP treated polycrystalline material was to 
decrease apparent film thickness (Nb0 peak now is visible), increase the spectral contribution 
from suboxides and decrease the hydroxyl contribution to the oxygen.  Some differences are 
found compared to a previous study of baking with a Nb (100) single crystal [32]. Further results 
(not shown) indicate that the spectrum of baked material returns to substantially that of unbaked 
material after a few days in air, but remains unchanged in vacuum.  However, the performance 
improvement remains even after prolonged air exposure. 

Comparing the Nb 3d manifold of 
polycrystalline sheet material processed by 
EP to that by BCP shows increased signal at 
binding energies corresponding to suboxides. 
Similar results were found at other photon 
energies (including the lab XPS) and for 
single crystal materials.  Materials polished 
by EP were also smoother: <0.1 μm vs 0.3 
μm for single crystals and 0.3 μm vs 1.6 μm 
for fine-grained polycrystalline material. 
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The surface topography results described above were obtained for BCP-treated materials by 

stylus profilometry. Each sample’s dataset comprised at least four 2x2 mm fields, each having 
three parallel scans separated by 0.5 mm and three identical scans at 90o to the first three. 
Datasets were obtained for at least six, nominally-identical samples.  Even with larger sample 
groups, the value of the standard deviation remained about 50% of the value of the roughness 
value.  The results so far for AFM measurements on single crystal materials and for EP-treated 
materials are not substantially different, though the roughness values are lower as noted earlier.  
Even with such data quality, surface topography measurement is our most effort-intensive 
activity.   

 
Fortunately, similar problems face other R&D activities, notably optics. Surface 

topography measurement by white light interferometry [34] has proven valuable.  In its simplest 
rendering, a white light interferogram is recorded from the surface of interest and analyzed 
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chosen roughness information.  Commercial instruments are available and in operation at 
Jefferson Lab.  Advantages include: 1. Information may be collected from fields as large as 10 x 
10 mm; 2. Once defined, an automated protocol for data collection and analysis may be installed. 
3. No contact with the surface occurs. 4. Interior surfaces may be examined. 5. Optics R&D and 
manufacturing make extensive use of the technique and will drive its development forward.  A 
potential issue is that lateral resolution is about 0.5 μm.  
 

Continuing BCP studies aim to complete major aspects of the science and support  
deployment into manufacturing at JLab.  Summarizing briefly: Processing variables– etch bath 
temperature, post-bake practice, poly- vs single crystal materials, usefulness of coupons 
accompanying cavities in processing. Surface chemistry- robust deconvolution of Nb XPS data, 
work out relationship between variable photon energy and angle-resolved approaches so that 
angle-resolved can always be used since it is widely available, use Vφ and AR together to probe 
accuracy of the successive-layer model for smooth single crystals.  Study grain boundary 
chemistry with the new SIMS. Topography – establish the most effective use of white light 
interferometry and scanning probe microscopy, and the best practice for their joint use.  Apply to 
cavity internal surfaces. Surface replication techniques familiar from fractography appear 
promising for process development, but the possibility of leaving particles behind could be an 
issue for use in final production. Scale-up – single cell cavities having a wall with numerous 
removable/replaceable sections which are part of the continuous profile of the cell wall 
(“buttons”) as distinguished from coupons.  Etching the cavity as a whole, then removing and 
examining the buttons affords opportunity to connect to process models.  Identical cavities can be 
processed in an identical manner for complete SRF performance studies. 
 
Proposed Work 
 
 The goal is to expand understanding of surface etching and post-treatment of solid Nb 
SRF cavities in a way that covers the critical aspects (described below) so that the basis for a 
robust manufacturing process results. EP will be emphasized here, but linked to a corresponding 
BCP effort already well underway.  An especially valuable consequence of the BCP program is 
that all the experimental materials are in hand, most of the characterization techniques are in 
place and the data analysis has been worked out.  Further, Jefferson Lab already has bench-top 
and full cavity scale EP facilities in place.  While it would certainly be unreasonable to claim that 
all aspects of the program will be accomplished in two years, the progress of BCP effort indicates 
that much will be done.  JLab’s participation assures that, as our progress occurs, it will be 
translated into cryomodule production.  We have reviewed the “CARE” program plans that our 
European colleagues recently presented at Frascati and Legnaro.  In defining our program, we 
have sought to maximize the degree to which all our efforts will be additive and not duplicative, 
especially by making use of what we believe to be unique tools.  We look forward to the widest 
possible collaboration.  Our videoconferencing tools are all IP-based (thus free of line  charges) 
and we will seek to establish regular virtual group meetings. 
 
Virginia Tech Program 
 
The goal of the Virginia Tech program will be to map the surface topography and chemistry that 
results from electropolishing over the range of parameters expected to exist locally when a 
multicell cavity is processed under the various adaptations of the Siemens process.   
Electrochemical measurements will be conducted under well defined hydrodynamic conditions 
utilizing a rotating disk electrode system [35, 36].  Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy will 
also be performed to determine the mass transport limited region during anodic polarization [37] 
as well as determine the ohmic resistance, charge transfer resistance and capacitance of the 
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electrochemical interface as a function of applied voltage, rotation rate and electrolyte 
temperature.  These electrochemical methods are well established and able to determine between 
the proposed electropolishing mechanisms (porous anodic film versus compact film/oxide; cation 
transport from the electrode versus anion transport to the electrode) [38].  Additional 
electrochemical parameters that will be investigated are:  (1) addition of predissolved Nb in the 
electrolyte and (2) HF-H2SO4 relative concentrations.  In parallel with these measurements a few 
alternative methanol (non-HF) based electrolytes will be explored for comparison [38, 39].   
 
Surface Roughness Characterization 
Surface topography will be characterized by a combination of tapping mode atomic force 
microscopy and optical profilometry over a wide range of measurement length scales.  This data 
will be analyzed following the variable length scale analysis of Chauvy et al. [29] to obtain the 
length scale dependence of the RMS roughness, Rqε , Skewness, Skε and Kurtosis Kuε .  This 
data gives a set of characteristic curves that completely define the surface state for a given surface 
treatment.  A schematic example of the variation of roughness versus length scale, ε, is plotted in 
adjacent for a hypothetical electropolished, EP, versus mechanically polished, MP sample.  These  
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 schematic curves are based upon the 
results of Chauvy et al. [29] for the 
electropolishing of titanium.  The 
curves give a “fingerprint” of the 
surface state much beyond any single 
measurement of roughness.  For 
example, a single measurement of 
average roughness over a length scale 
greater than several 100 microns 
(corresponding to the macrosmoothing 
region) would result in a smaller value 
for a mechanically polished surface as 
compared to a typical EP surface. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The EP surface however is much smoother at smaller length scales.  The question for Nb EP is 
how does this characteristic curve vary under the current state of the art EP procedures and what 
length scale range corresponds to the regions labeled in the adjacent figure as macrosmoothing 
versus microsmoothing; further, how do these length scales ultimately correlate to SRF 
performance.  This fundamental information is critical to designing optimized fluid flow and EP 
conditions inside of complicated geometry such as an SRF cavity as modeled through finite 
difference techniques.   
 
Specific outcomes and questions that will be addressed include the following.  (1)  The surface 
topography will be quantified as a function of measurement length scale for the various EP 
conditions to determine the characteristic “fingerprints” as discussed previously.  This data will 
be used in combination with subsequent SRF performance data to identify the critical range of 
roughness length scales affecting performance.  This data will then be used to define a more 
simple topography measurement targeted to the identified critical length scales that can be used 
for EP optimization.  This data will also clarify the relative importance of AFM, optical 
profilometry or gloss measurements on the development of EP processes.  (2)  Since the 
hydrodynamic conditions are well defined and easily calculable under rotating disk electrode 
experiments, we will identify the optimal range and sensitivity to the hydrodynamic conditions 
for electropolishing under the Siemens process or alternative methanol based electrolytes by 
determining the mass transfer limited regions of the polarization curves as a function of rotation 
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rate.  By future modeling of the hydrodynamic conditions in SRF cavities as a function of 
position along the cavity profile, one can then predict the optimal rotation rate, flow rate and 
agitation method of vertical or horizontal EP methods.  (3)  The operation of EP within the 
current oscillation region of the polarization curve suggests that a correlation may exist between 
oscillation frequency and the length scale dependence of the characteristic curves.  The oscillation 
frequency may correspond to a coherence length on the sample surface over which local 
instabilities in diffusion limiting layer (salt film, oxide, or viscous layer) are occuring.  If this is 
true, these instabilities should result in the presence of characteristic roughness at some length 
scale, ε.  We may be able to gain an insight into the cessation of the oscillations by observing the 
change in the characteristic roughness during and after the oscillations.  That is, does the 
cessation of the oscillations result from some change in the coherence length for the surface 
instability.  A link between current oscillations and surface topography has been observed, for 
example, under electropolishing conditions for Ag in 1-dimensional electrodes [40] and treated 
theoretically [41].  (4)  Electrochemical impedance data allows for the determination of transport 
mechanisms during electropolishing which may be different under the different electropolishing 
conditions employed (oscillation region versus no oscillation region).  For example for the 
electropolishing of tantalum in a sulfuric acid – methanol electrolyte [4], impedance data 
demonstrated the presence of a compact salt film (rather than a porous salt film or viscous layer).  
The rate of dissolution was controlled by cation transport across the film by high-field 
conduction.  The thickness of the film was also approximated and was shown to depend upon the 
applied voltage and temperature.    This data for Nb electropolishing does not exist to date and is 
critical in understanding the adaptations that the various international laboratories have made 
based on the Siemens process and for the evaluation of potentially non-aqueous based 
electrolytes.     
 
4.1. Characterize the surface chemistry and microstructure resulting from electropolishing 
over the range of parameters expected for cavity processing.  Year 1 
 
4.1.1. Define process parameter range, based VT program’s results, covering: A. single crystal vs 
large-grained and fine-grained polycrystal; B. Solution chemistry  - fresh, depleted, Nb loaded; C. 
Solution flow rate; D. Current density;  E. total metal removal.; F. Continuous flooded vertical vs 
intermittent (rotating) horizontal;  G. Process sequencing: EP, EP+BCP, BCP+EP, etc.; H. Post 
processing – rinsing, baking, aging 
 
4.1.2. Qualify characterization techniques and protocols: A. Surface chemistry – lab XPS; B. 
Chemistry depth profile – synchrotron XPS; C. Grain boundaries – SIMS ; D. Surface orientation: 
EBSD  E. Surface topography – stylus profilometry (“Dektak”), AFM, white light interferometry 
(“WYKO”). Chiefly we will be duplicating for EP what we already do for BCP. 
 
4.1.3. Collect statistically significant datasets and identify representative “states” 
 
4.2. Assess impact of surface chemistry and structure on SRF performance. Year 1 
 
4.2.1. Prepare and verify multiple 3-inch disc sets for each “state”. Include BCP discs 
 
4.2.2. Collect SRF-indicative data using the TE 011 cavity apparatus.  Analyze results to show 
favorable parameter range to optimize SRF performance and process operability. 
 
4.3. Whole cavity studies. Year 2 
 
4.3.1. Design processing for the single-cell “button” cavities 
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4.3.2. Process within and outside of preferred range 
 
4.3.3. Characterize buttons per 4.1.2. to confirm expected results and/or refine design 
 
4.3.4. Process intact single cell cavities  
 
4.3.5. Determine SRF performance 
 
4.3.6. Demonstrate characterization suite for multicell cavities. 
 
5. Facilities to be used in the program 
 

5.1. Surface chemistry –  identity and amount of species present. A. Lab XPS  (W&M) – 
VG EscaLab - Includes in-situ baking. B. Synchroton XPS (NSLS/JLab –  member X1B PRT.  
Variable photon energy makes possible to get depth variation of same info as 5.1.1.  UHV 
chamber includes in-situ baking. C. SIMS (VT) – Cameca 7f-Geo. Examine grain boundary 
chemistry, including hydrogen. 
 

5.2. Surface topography  A. Dektak stylus profilometer (W&M) – suitable for micron-
scale: BCP; B. Digital Equipment Nanoscope IV  scanning probe microscope (W&M and VT)  C. 
Veeco “WYKO” white light interferometer (JLab) 
 

5.3. Surface crystal structure and orientation   A. Philips “X’Pert” XRD (NSU at ARC); 
B. SEM with electron backscatter diffraction (JLab/TSL) 
 

5.4. SRF measurements – (All at JLab) A.TE011 cavity with demountable end plate and 
RF choke joint (in commissioning); B.Single cell cavity set up in Vertical Test Area, with 
thermometric mapping available. 
 

5.5. Chemical processing  Chem Lab at Jefferson lab set up for A. horizontal or vertical 
EP and BCP;  B. “Button” cavity ; 
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Budget – College of William & Mary 
 
  Item   First Year Second Year  Total 
 
PI Salary – one summer month      16467      17126  33593 

Graduate Student – 12 months      20641      21260  41901 

2 Undergraduates – Summer        8000        8240  16240 

Total Salaries & Wages       45108       46626  91734 

Fringe Benefits            1872          1940    3812 

Total Salaries, Wages & Fringes       46980        48566  95546 

Equipment            7500           -0-    7500 

Travel             7000           7210   14210 

Materials & Supplies         10000         10300   20300 

Other direct costs         15743         16495   32238 

Subcontract to Virginia Tech        95570         90848  186418 

Total Direct Costs        182793        173419  356212 

Basis for Indirect Costs        103895          76946 

Indirect Cost (43% of basis)         44675          33087     77762 

Total All Costs          227468         206506   433974 

(Includes 43% of the first $25,000 subcontract costs) 
Budget – Virginia Tech 

 
PI 3% Academic Year           2432  2512       4946 

PI 33% Ac.Yr.(summer)          8849  9424      18273 

Graduate Student – 12 months         20401            21014      41415 

Total Salaries & Wages         31684            32950       64634 

Fringe Benefits             3190  3318         6508 

Total Salaries, Wages and Fringes        34874            36268       71142 

Equipment             7500   -0-         7500 

Travel              3500  3500         7000 

Materials & supplies           10000             10000        20000 

Contractural services               5000  5000        10000 

Total Direct Cost           68349            62916       131265 

Indirect Cost (51%)           27221            27932         55152 

Total Costs            95570            90848        186418 
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Budget Explanation – William & Mary 
 
Salary, Wages and Benefits – Salary increase 4% in year 2 for PI, 3% for students.  Benefits 

include FICA only (7.65% of salary) for PI and undergraduates. 
 
Equipment – repair parts and installation for XPS machine, including channeltrons 
 
Travel – 3 trips per year for 2 people to NSLS, 3 trips for 2 people to Virginia Tech each year,   

one trip for one person each year to a major SRF meeting.  Increase of 3% for year 2. 
 

Materials and supplies – includes 12 mm diameter Nb (100) and (110) single crystals, which are  
not available at JLab. Increase of 3% for year 2. 
 

Other direct costs – includes $5000 contribution to NSLS X1B PRT costs, $5000 Analytical 
instrument center charges, $2500 videoconferencing support charges.  Increase of 3% for 
year 2.  Also includes graduate student tuition $828 (increase 9% in year 2) and  graduate 
student health insurance and health center access $1915 (increase 15% for year 2). 

 
Indirect direct costs – indirect costs are calculated on all costs excluding equipment, tuition, and 

subcontract amounts above $25,000. 
 
 

Virginia Tech Budget Explanation 
 

Salary, Wages and Benefits – 1  PI summer month and 3% AY released time each year; 1 senior  
level graduate student each year 

 
Equipment – purchase of rotating disc electrode system dedicated to this project 
 
Travel – to JLab for project activities; attendance at conferences 
 
Materials & Supplies – includes purchase of Aldrich ultrapure gold label chemicals; maintenance  

supplies for SGC Lab’s ultrapure water system 
 

Contractural Services –  Analytical instrumentation center, machine shop 
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